
ARIN Software 
 
ARIN development  
 
It has been developed in IDL (Interactive Data Language, IDL®) as an add-on of ENVI. To 
work ARIN require the installation of IDL (“basic runtime version 01 IDL" or the ''full version 
of IDL"). ENVI users can use any ENVI routine or menu ("custom routines") but not to write its 
own routines (follow "Using IDL and the IDL Reference Guide and IDL Help"). ARIN was 
structured as a .plj Project, made up by the file .pro, with two independent functions, one to start 
the program, and other with the instructions to follow the ARIN executions. ARIN was 
developed using IDE provided by ITT Visual Information Studios and ENVI (version 8.2.0 
Win32 (x86). 
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ARIN Installation 
 
Copy the ARIN IDL code compiled file (ARIN.sav) at the directory Extension of ENVI5.0 as 
following: C:\Programme file→Exelis→ENVI5.0→Extensions).  
 
Uninstalling ARIN  
 
To uninstall ARIN just delete ARlN.sav at the Extension directory of ENVI. It is recommended 
to close ENVI before deleting ARIN.sav 
 
To update a new version of ARIN, the new add-on should be copied over the old one, or 
otherwise to delete the old one and then to copy the new one in the directory Extensions. Never 
two versions of ARIN should be placed simultaneously at the Extension directory. 
 
Starting ARIN  
 
Once installed ARIN.sav, opening ENVI5.0, the icon ARIN will be shown below Extensions. 
Clicking twice at the icon ARIN will start 
 
 Images loading: a screen Select images (browse directories) will be shown to choose 
the multitemporal images available for the study, which should be loaded simultaneously.  

 Loading Shapes Files: A new screen (browse directories) is offered to select the ESRI 
Shape file (identified as .shp) of the pseudo-invariant features used to achieve the radiometric 
transformation. These files contain polygons and should be incorporated at this step.  
 
Operations with ARIN.  
 
ARIN work automatically and does not need any other open file, or the use of other ENVI tool 
for image processing. The multitemporal images should have similar multi- or hyper-spectral 
bands array/ display, and georeferenced (provided of geographic coordinates).  
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